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 BALANCED-BUDGET RULESt

 Budget Institutions and Fiscal Policy in the U.S. States

 By JAMES M. POTERBA *

 The debate on a federal balanced-budget
 amendment involves much speculation, but
 relatively little empirical evidence, on the po-
 tential effects of changes in budget institu-
 tions. The variation in budget practices across
 states within the United States provides a valu-
 able source of information on the potential ef-
 fects of different fiscal institutions. This paper
 considers the nature of balanced-budget re-
 quirements in the U.S. states and explores
 what lessons, if any, the state-level experience
 holds for discussions of a federal balanced-
 budget amendment. It emphasizes that most
 state requirements are substantially different
 from those currently being discussed at the
 federal level. In particular, virtually all states
 allow some types of borrowing to be used to
 balance the budget, at least for a single fiscal
 year. Most states apply balanced-budget rules
 to only part of their budget, and there are vir-
 tually no formal provisions for enforcing state
 balanced-budget rules. While these features
 imply that state budget rules cannot provide
 direct evidence on the effects of the particular
 balanced-budget rules currently under discus-
 sion at the federal level, the state evidence is
 relevant for assessing the broader question of
 whether fiscal institutions affect fiscal-policy
 outcomes.

 At the outset, it is important to recognize
 that studies of state differences in budget rules
 and fiscal policy are confounded by the poten-

 tial endogeneity of budget rules. Interstate dif-
 ferences in balanced-budget requirements may
 reflect differences in voter tastes for budget
 deficits. Fiscal institutions may therefore fail
 the standard exogeneity tests that are crucial
 for convincing policy analysis. At least some
 of the variation in state fiscal institutions, how-
 ever, is due to historical accidents. Many states
 adopted anti-deficit rules as part of their state
 constitution, and since these rules are typically
 difficult to modify, there is an exogenous com-
 ponent to state fiscal rules. This component
 may provide a useful basis for studying the
 fiscal policy effects of budget rules.

 Budget rules and institutions have only
 recently been recognized as potential deter-
 minants of tax and expenditure outcomes.
 Traditional public-finance research directed
 at explaining interjurisdictional differences in
 taxes and expenditures has focused on vari-
 ables that plausibly influence the demand for
 public spending, such as median income or the
 after-tax price of government spending facing
 the median resident, without considering the
 institutional environment. Budget institutions
 have been viewed as "veils" that do not affect
 spending outcomes. Yet the preponderance of
 evidence from recent empirical studies of fis-
 cal institutions and budget outcomes suggests
 that tightly drawn anti-deficit rules, especially
 when coupled with limits on government
 borrowing, reduce state deficits and affect
 spending and borrowing levels as well. This
 evidence suggests that modifying the federal
 budget process has real potential to affect fed-
 eral fiscal policy, even if it does not provide a
 direct guide to the impact of particular budget
 policy reforms.

 I. State Balanced-Budget Rules

 Most state constitutions prohibit general
 operating budget deficits, but the nature and
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 scope of these limits vary widely across
 states. Recent summaries of state budgeting
 rules, notably the National Association of
 State Budget Officers [NASBO] (1992) and
 the U.S. General Accounting Office [GAO]
 (1993), highlight several key features of
 state balanced-budget requirements.

 Vermont is the only state without some type
 of balanced-budget requirement. Following
 NASBO ( 1992), the balanced-budget require-
 ments in the 49 states with such requirements
 can be broadly categorized into three groups,
 depending on the stage in the budget process
 at which balance is required. First, in 44 states,
 the governor must submit a balanced budget.
 This is the weakest of the various balanced-
 budget requirements. Second, in 37 states, the
 legislature must enact a balanced budget. Even
 this more stringent rule allows actual revenues
 and expenditures to differ if expectations and
 realizations diverge. In many states that re-
 quire passage of a balanced budget, the actual
 budget may be in deficit, and the state can bor-
 row to carry this deficit forward to future
 years.

 The third and strictest type of balanced-
 budget rule combines a requirement that the
 legislature enact a balanced budget with a pro-
 hibition on deficit carry-forward. This is the
 situation in 24 of the 37 states that require the
 legislature to enact a balanced budget. Such
 stringent anti-deficit rules are more common
 in small states than large ones; seven of the ten
 largest states allow deficits to be carried for-
 ward to subsequent years.

 An important difference between existing
 state balanced-budget rules and recent federal
 proposals is that state rules frequently apply to
 only part of the budget. The general fund, or
 state operating budget, is almost always sub-
 ject to a balanced-budget rule. NASBO ( 1992)
 classified 48 states as having balanced-budget
 rules that apply to the general fund. Fewer
 states apply such rules to special funds, such
 as funds that receive earmarked tax revenue or
 that are used to fund particular programs (34
 states), to capital-spending funds (33 states),
 and to highway and social insurance trust
 funds (30 states).

 These statistics on the scope of state
 balanced-budget rules suggest two conclu-
 sions. First, balanced-budget rules typically

 apply to more than just the state operating
 budget. Second, there is substantial variation
 across states in the fraction of state spending
 that is likely to be affected by balanced-budget
 rules. In the NASBO (1992) survey, three
 states reported that between 25 percent and 50
 percent of their spending was affected by these
 rules, nine states reported that 50-75 percent
 of spending was affected, and the remaining
 states with balanced-budget rules indicated
 that these rules applied to at least 75 percent
 of spending.

 Even if a state legislature enacts a balanced
 budget, it is possible that during the budget
 cycle, which is annual in most states and bi-
 annual in others, the state will face the pros-
 pect of a budget deficit. State officials in this
 situation have three, or in some cases four, op-
 tions for closing the deficit. They can raise
 taxes, reduce spending, or change "budget ex-
 ecution" by altering the accounting treatment
 of some cash inflows or outflows; in some
 cases they may be able to resort to short-term
 borrowing. Proponents of federal balanced-
 budget rules typically assume that these rules
 will lead to tax increases or spending cuts,
 while skeptics argue that balanced-budget tar-
 gets will be met through accounting changes
 or various budgeting gimmicks. The state ex-
 perience suggests that a wide range of ac-
 counting changes and related techniques can
 be used to satisfy balanced-budget rules. The
 General Accounting Office's 1985 study pro-
 vides several examples of the changes that
 were used to satisfy budgetary targets in the
 early 1980's. California transferred revenues
 from an oil-extraction royalty tax from a trust
 fund to the general fund; New York enacted a
 new payroll system to shift its last payroll pay-
 ment from fiscal year 1983 into the next fiscal
 year; Minnesota accelerated tax collections to
 move receipts across fiscal years (U.S. Gen-
 eral Accounting Office, 1985).

 While some cosmetic changes are used
 to meet state balanced-budget requirements,
 these changes are quantitatively less important
 than tax increases and spending cuts. The
 GAO's 1993 survey of state budgeting col-
 lected information on the dollar value of var-
 ious accounting changes that states used to
 balance their budgets (see U.S. General Ac-
 counting Office, 1993). Twenty-five states re-
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 ported that they had faced prospective deficits
 during a recent budget enactment period.
 Nearly half (49 percent) of the deficit reduc-
 tion was achieved through spending cuts, an-
 other 32 percent through revenue increases,
 and the remaining 19 percent through "other
 actions" such as accounting changes. In ad-
 dition, 32 states reported that they had faced
 prospective deficits after budget enactment
 and had taken actions to close these deficits.
 Spending cuts accounted for 60 percent of the
 within-fiscal-year deficit reduction, revenue
 increases 4 percent, and "other actions" ac-
 counted for 36 percent. These "other actions"
 included drawing down rainy-day funds (32
 percent of the total deficit reduction), inter-
 fund transfers (22 percent), short-term bor-
 rowing (17 percent), and deferred payments
 (13 percent), as well as a number of other
 changes in budget execution. Accounting
 changes and related actions thus appear to
 account for a substantial part of fiscal adjust-
 ment within the budget cycle, but they are not
 the primary source of longer-term deficit
 reduction.

 Some of the most difficult questions that
 arise in designing a federal balanced-budget
 rule concem enforcement. On this point, the
 state experience is not terribly helpful. Steven
 D. Gold (1992) notes that most states have
 no formal enforcement mechanisms for their
 balanced-budget requirements, and the GAO
 ( 1993) reports that there have never been law-
 suits to challenge state budgeting outcomes,
 even though there have been instances when
 budgets failed to balance. The GAO's 1985
 survey suggested that state policymakers view
 tradition, or a history of balanced budgets, as
 the primary factor encouraging them to main-
 tain budget balance.

 II. Balanced-Budget Rules, Taxation,
 and Expenditures

 Several studies have considered the effects
 of balanced-budget rules on the size and per-
 sistence of state budget deficits, and on state
 tax and expenditure levels more generally.
 These studies suggest that fiscal institutions af-
 fect fiscal policy outcomes.

 James E. Alt and Robert C. Lowry (1994)
 analyze data from the Census of Governments

 for the period 1968-1987. They model state
 revenues and expenditures as functions of
 current state income, current federal grants,
 lagged revenues and expenditures, the lagged
 difference between revenues and expendi-
 tures, and a set of indicator variables for state
 political circumstances. They study how fiscal
 policy reacts when states do run deficits, which
 as noted above, can happen even in states with
 balanced-budget requirements. They find that
 a one-dollar state deficit triggers a 77-cent re-
 sponse in the next year, through tax increases
 or spending reduction, for states that are
 Republican-controlled and prohibit deficit car-
 ryovers, compared with a 34-cent reaction in
 states that are Democrat-controlled and have
 such limits. In states that do not restrict deficit
 carryovers, the adjustments are 31 cents and
 40 cents, respectively, for Republican and
 Democratic states. This evidence suggests
 that, at least in some political environments,
 anti-deficit rules are associated with tighter fis-
 cal policy.

 Henning Bohn and Robert P. Inman (1995)
 explore the effect of fiscal institutions in a
 panel data set on 47 states for 22 years. They
 find that balanced-budget rules that restrict
 end-of-year budget deficits have a statistically
 significant effect in reducing state general-
 fund deficits, with an average deficit-reducing
 effect of approximately $100 per capita.
 "Soft" constraints on proposed budgets do
 not affect these deficits. In the short run, deficit
 reduction in states with tight anti-deficit rules
 appears to result from lower levels of spend-
 ing, not higher taxes, but over longer horizons,
 both taxes and spending adjust.

 In Poterba (1994), I present evidence on
 how state balanced-budget rules affect the way
 state fiscal policies respond to unexpected def-
 icits or surpluses. That study considers both
 within-fiscal-year adjustment and adjustment
 in the next fiscal year. It focuses on the cor-
 relation between an indicator variable for
 states with "weak anti-deficit rules," as clas-
 sified by the Advisory Council on Intergov-
 ernmental Relations [ACIR] (1987), and state
 reactions to fiscal shocks. The results, which
 are based on the 27 continental states with an-
 nual budget cycles, suggest that states with
 weak anti-deficit rules reduce spending less in
 response to unexpected deficits than do their
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 counterparts with strict anti-deficit rules. A
 $100 deficit overrun leads to only a $17 ex-
 penditure cut in a state with a weak anti-deficit
 law, while it leads to a $44 cut in states with
 stricter anti-deficit rules. There is no evidence
 that anti-deficit rules affect the magnitude of
 tax changes in response to unexpected deficits,
 either in the current or next fiscal year.

 Poterba (1994) also considers the effect of
 state tax-limitation laws on deficit adjustment.
 Tax-limitation rules at the federal level have
 been discussed occasionally as part of the
 balanced-budget debate. At the state level,
 these laws vary widely in their provisions, and
 they differ from anti-deficit laws in that they
 limit total revenue rather than the difference
 between revenues and expenditures. Some tax
 limits constrain annual tax increases to a fixed
 fraction of previous taxes or of contempora-
 neous income growth, while others require
 legislative super-majorities or popular refer-
 enda to enact tax increases. States with tax-
 limitation rules enact smaller tax increases in
 response to unexpected deficits than do states
 without such limits.

 The foregoing results are concerned with
 the short-run effects of tax limits. They are
 consistent with two studies that consider the
 long-term effects of these limits. W. Mark
 Crain and James C. Miller (1990) find that
 taxes grew less between 1979 and 1986 in
 states with tax limits than in states without
 such limits. Kim S. Rueben (1995) carefully
 models the endogeneity of tax-limitation laws.
 She uses the presence or absence of state
 direct-legislation rules as an instrumental vari-
 able for the enactment of tax limits and finds
 clear evidence that tax-limitation laws are cor-
 related with slower revenue and expenditure
 growth during the last two decades. A number
 of other studies (e.g., Richard F. Dye and
 Therese J. McGuire, 1995) find that local
 property tax limits have real effects in reduc-
 ing the growth rate of local revenues. All of
 these studies buttress the central conclusion
 that fiscal institutions have real effects on fis-
 cal policy outcomes.

 III. Balanced-Budget Rules and State Borrowing

 Limitations on borrowing are another set of
 fiscal institutions, besides anti-deficit rules and

 tax limitation laws, that may affect fiscal-
 policy outcomes. States vary widely in the
 restrictions that are placed on the level, and
 potentially on the maturity, of state debt.
 Jurgen von Hagen (1991) compares the level
 of state general-obligation debt, per capita
 and relative to state income, in states with
 and without limits on the level of general-
 obligation indebtedness. He finds lower
 general-obligation debt limits, and higher lev-
 els of revenue debt and other debt that is not
 backed by the full faith and credit of the state,
 in states with strict limits. This evidence, as
 well as that in Beverly S. Bunch's 1991 study
 of state borrowing, suggests the possibility of
 using public authorities and other alternatives
 to state-backed borrowing to circumvent some
 types of limitations on fiscal policy. Von
 Hagen also finds that the ACIR 1987 index of
 anti-deficit rules is negatively correlated with
 the level of state general-obligation indebted-
 ness; this confirms the results described above
 on how these rules affect fiscal policy.

 D. Roderick Kiewiet and Kristin Szakaly
 (1996) present a related analysis of how anti-
 deficit rules interact with debt limits in deter-
 mining state borrowing. They study whether
 state constitutional debt limits have any effect
 on the level or composition of state debt. Their
 primary empirical finding is that state indebt-
 edness is negatively correlated with require-
 ments that state debt be approved by popular
 referendum. This suggests that a combination
 of a stringent anti-deficit rule and a require-
 ment that debt be approved by the voters is
 likely to bring pressure for tax increases or
 spending cuts, rather than debt finance, in re-
 sponse to state deficits.

 IV. Conclusions and Interpretation

 The range of budgetary institutions across
 the states provides a rich opportunity to study
 the effects of these institutions on fiscal policy.
 The studies surveyed in this paper suggest that
 there are correlations between state balanced-
 budget rules and state fiscal policy. Constitu-
 tional or legislative provisions that make it
 more costly to balance the budget in a given
 fashion, for example, by raising taxes or by
 issuing long-term debt, appear to discourage
 these fiscal actions. Moreover, the short-run
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 effects of anti-deficit rules seem to persist, and
 states that reduce spending to satisfy short-
 term fiscal constraints also appear to exhibit
 lower levels of long-run spending.

 The critical question for policy evaluation is
 how to interpret these correlations between
 budget institutions and fiscal-policy outcomes.
 It is possible that the correlations simply re-
 flect correlations involving fiscal discipline,
 fiscal institutions, and an omitted third vari-
 able, voter tastes for fiscal restraint. Voters in
 some jurisdictions may be less inclined to bor-
 row to support current state outlays or to use
 deficits to shift the burden of paying for cur-
 rent state programs to the future. If these vot-
 ers are also more likely to support legislative
 or constitutional limits on deficit finance, then
 the observed link between fiscal rules and fis-
 cal policy could be spurious.

 It is difficult to provide definitive evidence
 that supports, or rejects, this view. One way to
 develop such evidence is to include controls
 for state voter preferences, such as the political
 party of the governor or the legislature, in es-
 timating equations for taxes or expenditures.
 My study of the fiscal effects of state capital
 budgets (Poterba, 1995b), as well as many
 of the studies described above, pursue this
 approach.

 A second way to address the endogeneity
 of fiscal institutions, pursued for example in
 Rueben (1995), is to draw on the history of
 these institutions. Many of the constitutional
 limits on state deficits were enacted in the 19th
 century; whether these rules reflect the pref-
 erences of current state residents is an open
 issue. The more difficult it is to make changes
 in state constitutions, the more valuable the
 cross-state variation is in identifying the effect
 of these institutions on fiscal policy.

 While the potential endogeneity of budget
 institutions warrants caution in drawing con-
 clusions, the available evidence suggests that
 changes in budget processes and in the rules
 affecting the dynamics of taxes and expendi-
 tures can affect fiscal-policy outcomes. The
 view that fiscal institutions are simply a veil,
 pierced by voters and their elected represen-
 tatives, appears to be dominated by the richer
 "political economy" view suggesting that fis-
 cal institutions mediate the link between voter
 tastes and policy outcomes. These results sup-

 port the view that modifying the federal
 budget process may affect the level of budget
 deficits, and the level of federal taxes and
 expenditures.
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